
Celebrating 25 Years 

1995 – 2020

The achievements of Digby Wells Environmental are the result of the combined efforts of all 

involved. From our team to our valued clients and business partners, we thank you for your 

support throughout our 25 years of business.

We look forward to continuing our future partnership and success. 



It has been a privilege to have been part of the growth of Digby Wells

Environmental and work with the people that make the company what it is

today.

Likewise the projects we have worked on, the companies that we have

partnered with and the countries we have worked in have combined to create

a unique and unforgettable experience for us all.

Our passion for the environment has seen us implement many novel and

outstanding environmental strategies to maximise the benefits of projects,

while minimising the negative environmental and social impacts.

We care about our people, our clients, societies we work in and the

environment. We hope we have made an enduring and sustainable difference

to all communities and helped both the mining industry and all the interested

and affected parties to fully value the sustainable use of our Earth’s

resources.

Driven by the vision: “To move us from the world we live in to the world we seek”.

February 2020

Celebrating 25 Years of 

Making A Difference

Graham Trusler

CEO (Founding Partner)
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The origins of Digby Wells

Environmental lie in Rand Mines,

which at one time was the largest

mining company in the world.

Looking back over 25 Years What set us apart

Rand Mines underwent financial stress in the late

80’s and early 90’s and subsequently unbundled

and restructured itself into separate companies. The

Gold Division split off to become Randgold &

Exploration and the Coal Division to become

Randcoal. During 1994 Randcoal merged with Trans

Natal a subsidiary of Gencor to form Ingwe Coal

Corporation.

The four members of the Rand Mines team decided

to take retrenchment packages rather than accept

the employment offers with the new company. Brian

Cook took early retirement, while Digby, Graham

and Ken decided to launch an environmental

consulting company, Digby Wells & Associates,

which initially traded as a Close Corporation, Digby

Wells & Associates CC.

The tragic death of Digby Wells occurred in June

1996. His contribution continues to live on. The

ethos of our company and the way we conduct

business, certainly retains Digby’s influence.

Company opening function: (L to R) David Michael, 

Digby Wells, Jessica Trusler, Graham Trusler, Ken van 

Rooyen, Lorraine Bates, Francois van Wyk, Jeff Park, 

Teresa and Dick Plaistowe.

The environmental department in

Rand Mines was headed up by John

Digby Wells. He had a team of 3

people working with him, Brian Cook,

Graham Trusler and Ken van Rooyen.
John Digby 

Wells
Along with a new delineation of provinces came the

issues of whether environmental matters should be

regulated on a provincial and/or national level and

how the mining industry itself would be regulated.

This meant that for the first time, the South African

mining industry had to submit standardized

Environmental Management Programme Reports.

The growth of Digby Wells & Associates is linked

closely to developments in the new South Africa. In

1994 there were democratic elections for the first

time and the new government implemented

strategic decisions that had been discussed at

Convention for a Democratic South Africa

(CODESA).

Having been at the forefront in developing the

system that was implemented, we were well placed

to assist people in compiling these documents and

programmes.

During 1997 we recognised the need to operate

professionally and established a board to help

guide the company.

Board meeting 2005: John Faulkner, Graham 

Trusler, Ken van Rooyen, Dick Plaistowe

Allen Cook served as our first chairman until 2004

with Teresa Plaistowe our non-executive director.

Thereafter Richard Plaistowe (Dick) served as

chairman until 2011, Adrian Reynolds until 2017

and currently Jeff Leaver fulfils this role.

We invited non-executive directors on to the board,

which was not common for an unlisted consulting

company and it differentiated us from our peers.



After developing a baseload of projects in South

Africa, we completed our first international work in

1996 with projects in Mali, Tanzania and Zambia.

Today, we have completed projects on five of the

seven continents.

Our continued growth

Our Projects

Our decision to do more international work was

aided by many of our ex-colleagues from Randgold

& Exploration who had formed Randgold Resources

and moved into Sub-Saharan Africa. From

construction to closure we have worked extensively

on all (former) Randgold mines.

One of our greatest pleasures has been our

association with Morila in Mali, formerly Randgold's

flagship asset. We have worked at Morila since early

exploration, throughout its operational life, and are

now deeply involved in Morila's closure plans.

Over the last 25 years, we have built long lasting

relationships with our clients and we have had the

privilege to partner with them as they have grown.

It is through these clients that we as a company

have learnt valuable lessons, expanded our

geographical footprint and genuinely made a

difference as we took on new projects both big and

small. We continue to Make A Difference.

Our service offering

Initially the company’s founders could provide three

key services to the environmental field, these being:

• Pedology (Digby Wells);

• Water management (Graham Trusler); and

• Rehabilitation (Ken van Rooyen).

These three services fed into the colours used in

our original logo’s.

The Digby Wells Environmental brand was

established in 2010.

Our internal mantra of Making A Difference

resonates our company culture and is applied in all

that we do.

From three disciplines we now provide 15 specialist

disciplines in-house, and cover the entire life cycle

of an operation, from early exploration to pre-

feasibility, the compilation of the bankable

feasibility, the operational phase, closure planning,

closure and post closure management.

Our expansion plans have advanced rapidly and we

now have offices in United Kingdom, Jersey,

Botswana, Mali and Tanzania, in addition to the

South African office.

We have also formed key partnerships with local in-

country environmental and social consultants, and

are registered as environmental and social services

provider within the DRC and Liberia.

A big drive for growth came in 2006 when we lost

some large jobs as we were considered “too small”.

This led to a growth spurt as we then decided we

would grow our own ability to review other

consultancies work.

Sustainability and Environmental issues started to

rise up the agenda for banks and financial

institutions in the early 2000’s, and most of the

work we have done since then has been driven by

increasing regulations and international

requirements including The International Finance

Corporation Environmental Guidelines and

Performance Standards, the Equator Principles and

internationalisation of environmental standards.



Having grown from the same company roots 25

years ago, former Randgold (now Barrick) and Digby

Wells have always had a passion for mining and

Africa. Both companies’ growth and success can be

largely attributed to building mutually beneficial

partnerships and to cultivating relationships between

our two companies.

We are privileged and proud to call ourselves a

partner of Barrick. The past 25 years have been filled

with great experiences and exciting adventures but

most importantly success.

• All the baseline studies and keeping the TGME

operations going in the lovely Blyde River Valley;

• Adding value to Golden Ridge in Tanzania; and

• Learning about Mali and the IFC at Syama.

• We have been involved with Loulo-Gounkoto

since it was bush. We have compiled many

feasibility studies and have assisted in it’s

transition into a Tier one asset;

• Working on Morila through the entire life cycle

from exploration to extraction, construction to

closure;

• Assisting Tongon transition from a remote site,

through a civil war to a large, profitable asset;

• Assisting Kibali to move into production and

assisting with the largest relocation ever for a

mining project in Africa with great success; and

• Corporate reporting on closure, carbon footprints,

water efficiency and sustainability.

Digby Wells assisted in the design and implementation of one of 

the largest Constructed Wetlands in Africa: 2016 - 2018

Digby Wells conducted the initial Environmental and Social Impact 

Assessment in support of the Tongon Mining Right in 2007 

The trust that Barrick has in our organisation and its people was 

evident when they asked us to plan and implement the resettlement 

of some 17,000 people, their assets, and, in some cases, 

businesses as well as around 4,000 graves, from within the 

exclusion zone - the largest mine-related resettlement in Africa to 

date. 

Morila EMP Audit, 2009 Biomonitoring, 2011

Staying true to the theme of partnership, Digby Wells Consultant 

Jessica Pryor was seconded to Kibali’s social department. 

She was involved in the initiation, monitoring and evaluation of the 

mine’s community and local economic development programmes. 

The Early Days

The Successes



Expanding 

into Africa

We assisted Barrick with the initial Feasibility Study

in 2010, and have been involved in the subsequent

updated feasibility study of the Massawa Gold Mine.

In support of the Massawa feasibility study, Barrick

have entrusted us to complete the all-encompassing

Environmental and Social Impact Assessment.

Geohydrological 

Feasibility 

Study, 2009

Ecological Assessment 

of Wetland Areas, 

2017. 

In 2009 Barrick implemented their commitment to

disclose their annual Greenhouse Gas emissions and

requested our assistance. We worked with Charles

Wells to develop the Group’s Greenhouse Gas

monitoring and disclosure framework for four

operations, and continue to develop it to the all-

encompassing system it is today.

We have been involved in annually updating the

Barrick Group’s closure cost assessments to ensure

financial provision is available for rehabilitation of

impacted areas and the sustainable closure of the

various mine sites.

We have been an integral partner in the development

of biodiversity management strategies throughout all

of Barrick African operations and have walked the

path with them to ensure that Barrick achieves the

objectives stipulated in their Biodiversity Policy. Our

partnership has now extended to the America’s with

the recent Gecko studies complet. We are also

providing substantial assistance at Barrick's newly

acquired assets in Tanzania.

Pueblo Viejo Gecko Study 

Pueblo Viejo Gold Mine – SEP 

Pueblo Viejo Gold Mine – Agricultural Cacao Project

North Mara Aquatic Assessment

North Mara ESMP Lumwana



Turquoise Ridge and Twin Creeks, Nevada

Phoenix, Nevada

Fourmile and Goldrush, Nevada

Cortez, Nevada

Golden Sunlight, Montana



Expanding 

into Africa

Since the first project, a Dump Project, we have

assisted DRD with the reclamation of over 30 sand

dumps or slimes dams. This has unlocked real

estate in and around the Johannesburg CBD that

had not been available for development since the

Gold Rush started in Johannesburg.

One of the more iconic mine dumps in Johannesburg

was the 3/A/13 Sand Dump or as it was better

known, the Topstar Dump, after the Topstar drive-in

cinema was situated on top of it. In 2005 DRD

submitted an application to reclaim the Topstar

dump and we were contracted to complete the

environmental impact assessment for the project.

The project was met with much opposition. It would

however sustain the life of DRDGOLD as well as

make land available for much needed inner city

development. After many public meetings the Mining

Right was awarded and the dump today has all but

been removed.

We have partnered with DRD since 1995 when the

company was part of Rand Mines Properties.

Topstar Dump before (top left) and during mining (top right); and 

ground level reclamation of the dump all but complete (bottom)

DRDGOLD had for many years reclaimed the surface

dumps in and around the Johannesburg CBD,

however, in 2010 required further tailings disposal

capacity with the Crown Tailings Complex coming to

the end of its life.

In 2010 DRD acquired the old East Rand Gold

Operations and ERGO was resurrected.

We were tasked with completing the various

applications and assessments in order to secure and

transfer the rights from one company to another.

This involved the completion of an EIA for a 62 km

pipeline from the Crown Gold Plant making its way

through the CBD of Johannesburg, under factories,

around old mine dumps and along railway lines to the

"New" ERGO Gold Plant.

The ERGO Plant and the Crown – ERGO Pipeline

We continue to partner with DRD Gold, and have

completed their annual financial provisions, various

ground and surface water studies and monitoring

programmes, as well as aquatic and legal

assessments.

From the 22nd January 2020, Sibanye-StillWater

increased its holding from 38.05% to 50.1% interest

in DRDGOLD. We were appointed by Sibanye to

complete the West Rand Tailings Retreatment Project

EIA’s in 2016, and subsequent monitoring, wetland

and legal assessments. We look forward to continuing

our partnership in the future.



Expanding 

into Africa

Mali Lithium’s focus is on the development of the

Goulamina Project, and also holds prospective gold

projects in Southern Mali.

Located approximately 150 km south of Mali’s

capital, Bamako, the Goulamina project is host to

highly prospective lithium pegmatites.

Timbuktu Resources, a subsidiary of Mali Lithium,

intends to exploit the lithium pegmatite through the

construction of an open pit lithium mine and

processing plant, with an initial Life of Mine (LoM) of

at least 16 years.

We were appointed to undertake preliminary

Environmental and Social screening assessment in

2016.

The contract was awarded due to our local presence

coupled with our experience in completing projects

to Malian legislation and our experience in

completing projects to international standards

including the Equator Principles, World Bank Group

and International Finance Corporation (IFC) policies

and guidelines.

This partnership has grown more recently to include

the complete ESIA and Community Development

Plan.

In March 2019, the Environmental Permit was issued

by the Ministere De l’Environnement, and the

Goulamina became the first authorized lithium

project in Mali.

The Environmental Permit, and subsequent

Exploitation Permit, was the result of several years of

exploration, feasibility studies and environmental

and social specialist studies.

Despite Mali’s long history in Gold mining, Lithium

and Spodumene are a new commodity and process

for the mining and environmental authorities. We

have worked hard to ensure that the authorities fully

understand and recognize the impacts associated

with Lithium mining.

The Malian authorities have indicated they intend to

use our report as a benchmark for any future lithium

projects.

Mali Lithium is currently mapping a path to

production to capitalise on forecasted rising demand

for lithium, driven by the demand for electric

vehicles.

We look forward to continuing our partnership and

sustainable growth of the Goulamina project with

Mali Lithium.

First Lithium Project in Mali

Our Malian Country Manager Mamadou and  former Malian 

Director Seydou Semega presenting Mali Lithium’s Goulamina 

Lithium Project to the DNGM (La Direction Nationale de la Géologie

et des Mines) in Bamako.



Expanding 

into Africa

The Kazungula Bridge Project was initiated in August

2007. The Governments of Botswana and Zambia

announced a deal to construct a road and rail bridge

to replace an existing ferry.

The project involves the construction of a One Stop

Border Facilities (OSBP) in Botswana and Zambia

and a 923-meter stay-cable bridge structure with

railway and approach ramps.

The Kazungula bridge is being constructed at the

confluence of the Zambezi and Chobe rivers – at

Kazangula. Construction commenced in October

2014, and has an anticipated budget of $259.3m.

We were appointed and are solely responsible for

the monitoring of potential impacts of a range of

environmental parameters that could be affected by

the construction activities. Monitoring includes the

three construction sites, one Quarry and six

borrow/sand pits that deliver the required materials

for the construction.

We also seconded an independent Environmental

Control Officer to monitor the ESIA compliance of

each Contractor and its Subcontractors on site, on a

daily basis.

The Environmental parameters monitored include:

• Air Quality (dust fall out rates and VOC’s);

• Noise Emissions;

• Surface Water Quality (physical/chemical &

microbiological parameter, pathogens);

• Groundwater Quality (physical/chemical &

microbiological parameter, pathogens); and

• Aquatic Bio-Monitoring (Macro invertebrates,

Pisces, riparian vegetation and instream habitat

integrity).

We have also extended our mandate and assumed

the role of overall Project Environmentalist.

The Kazangula Bridge Project

Construction of the Kazangula Bridge 



The East African Crude Oil Pipeline (EACOP) Project

involves the construction and operation of an

underground, cross-border pipeline to transport crude

oil from the Lake Albert region in Uganda to a marine

export terminal in Tanzania, near Tanga City Port. This is

one of the largest pipeline projects globally:

• Uganda: 296km long pipeline and traverses 10

districts; and

• Tanzania:1,147km long pipeline and traverse 8

regions and 25 districts.

Due to the scale of the project, we joined with four (4)

organizations to form the Digby Wells Consortium.

In July 2017, EACOP appointed the Digby Wells

Consortium to undertake an independent Resettlement

Policy Framework (RPF) and a Resettlement Action Plan

(RAP) process. This is a prerequisite for receiving

funding and acquiring the land.

The EACOP Project Resettlement Action Plan

1,443km Crude Oil Export Pipeline 

The Digby Wells Consortium

Surveys of pipeline (including post survey steps and

reporting):

• RAPs & Valuation Reports;

• 1,147 km of pipeline;

• 30 m corridor;

• Survey area approximately 3,600 ha;

• > 200 affected villages;

• 8 RAP reports (1 per Region);

• 25 Valuation Reports (1 per District); and

• Pre-survey estimate 9,000 to 12,000 affected

parties – actual number is around 10,000

Tablet-based surveys - We used a completely

paperless system for field surveys.

The data from the tablets was downloaded daily and

sent to the data management team who consolidated

the data into one dataset. The data was validated to

produce the reports and compensation schedules per

project affected person (PAP), as required by

Tanzanian Law.

The socio-economic data collected was used in

compiling the RAP’s and Compensation schedule to

IFC guidelines.

The Pipeline Regions 

Project Innovation



• The route had to be surveyed to ensure the correct land

parcels were being evaluated. Baseline data collection

took 7 months;

• A number of different teams were deployed. Logistics

involved multiple mobile accommodation options

according to international best practise;

• Total size of survey team: 225 full-time survey

members; a minimum of 24 experienced Registered

Valuers and approximately 20 Government officials per

team (300 people); and

• 91% local employment.

Project Survey Team

Field Surveys Conducted

• Pre-feasibility onshore oil and gas standards were

implemented;

• A Detailed Execution Plan (DEP) was approved for

all activities;

• Daily journey management plans (JMPs) were

completed by the HSE Officers for each survey

team;

• Daily HSE meetings with the client started;

• An Ambulance and doctor had to accompany each

survey team;

• All vehicles were equipped with satellite phones

and two way radios; and

• No more than eight hours of travelling a day, and

no more than 400-450 km’s of travel, depending

on the road condition.

Health and Safety

2,139,000Kms driven

909,660 man hours accumulated

1 Lost Time Injury

0 Medically treated Injury

Key HSE Figures

Project Completion



Exxaro was granted environmental authorisation for

the Belfast mine in July 2013.

Not only will it be a flagship operation, it is a “first-

of-its-kind” digital mine showcasing the progress of

digitalisation in mining.

Pivotal to the successful implementation of the

Exxaro Belfast Project was the need to relocate

some community homes and graves sites. Upon

receiving Environmental Authorisation, Exxaro

appointed our team to develop a Resettlement

Action Plan (RAP) and undertake a Burial Grounds

and Graves Consultation (BGGC) Process.

Together with the Exxaro Project team, we

undertook a consultation initiative over a two-year

period. This resulted in more than 50 engagements

in the form of meetings, workshops or general

engagements with Project Affected Persons and

bona fide Next-of-Kin.

This culminated in the development of a robust RAP

document with a strong upliftment focus.

Subsequent to the consultation phase, Exxaro

appointed us to implement the relocation of some

162 graves in 2016. This entailed not only the

physical exhumation and relocation of the deceased

from the Exxaro Belfast Mine development footprint,

but the procurement and delivery of traditional

ceremonial requirements to the registered Next-of-

Kin.

Given the nature of this mine, in that it is a “first-of-

its-kind” digital mine, we aligned with the digital

framework and complied an Interactive Map,

detailing all of the grave relocation records. This

Interactive Map affords Exxaro the opportunity to

access this information in real-time and manage

risk associated with the in situ (remaining) graves.

We continue to assist Exxaro in maintaining their

commitment to the environment and community

through various environmental monitoring projects,

the community based Alien Invasive Removal

Project, and their Matla Heritage Management

requirements.

Our partnership with Exxaro spans from it’s origins

as Iscor through Eyesizwe and Kumba Resources.

Since 1997, our team have provided innovative and

sustainable solutions for each of Exxaro’s

operations located with Mpumalanga and Limpopo.

One notable project we have worked on is the

Belfast Project, a R3.3 billion investment centered

on the last A-grade, high-yield coal deposit in

Mpumalanga. It is a Project 20 years in the making.

Belfast Grave Relocation 

Belfast RAP, Burial Ground and Grave Consultation 



As with many of our clients, our partnership with

Sasol Mining has grown year on year. Our team

has been involved with each of the Sasol

underground mining operations including

Bosjesspruit, Brandspruit, Middelbult, Mooikraal,

Syferfontein, Twistdraai and Sigma within both

Secunda and Sasolburg.

We have been an instrumental part of the project

management team, includes that of the Sigma

Defunct Colliery. Sigma Colliery commenced

operation in 1952 and strip mining and

underground mining continued until 2006.

In 2007, surface rehabilitation was completed.

However, it was determined by various

assessments that the rehabilitation to date had

not been successful and various erosion gullies

were present along with very low species

richness and low vegetation cover.

In response to this, we complied a Rehabilitation

Plan for the East Dump in response to this and

thereafter trial rehabilitation measures

commenced for Phase 1 in 2016.

Phase 2 of the aftercare measures of the East

Dump were implemented to ensure a sustainable

design in 2017/2018. Phase 3 (2020) will entail

the construction of the main down drain on the

East Dump. The purpose of which is to ensure

that the existing state of the East Dump does not

deteriorate during the rainy season of 2019/2020

by undertaking monitoring and maintenance

measures.

July 2016

October 2017

November 2017

May 2018



Partnering with our clients 



Our BursarsEmployee Share Trust and Education Trust

In 2015, Digby Wells concluded a partnership with

a majority black women owned and managed

company, Lwazi Capital. This transaction made

Digby Wells compliant with the requirements of the

South African Mining Charter and new DTI Codes of

good practice with respect to ownership.

Nombini Mehlomakulu, who is a Non-Executive

Director for Digby Wells, is the main shareholder in

Lwazi Capital.

The Digby Wells bursary programme was first

launched in 2015.

To contribute towards the education and

development of our youth we award bursaries to

high performing academic students within South

Africa and Mali. Since then many students have

benefited from this programme.

Our bursaries cover tuition fees and the cost of

books. Recipients are also provided with first hand

practical work experience during their semester

breaks.

On successful completion of their studies, our

bursars are considered for roles in the company.

Aamirah Dramat

B.Sc. Life Sciences & Applied Biology

Mine Closure and Rehabilitation Intern

Modiegi Monaledi

M.Sc in Environmental Management

Environmental Science Intern

Soumaila Traore

M.Sc in Environmental Science 

Junior Environmental Consultant

Digby Wells Environmental is an employee owned

organisation, whereby most employees are

shareholders.

This structure ensures that employees take an

active interest in delivering quality services, thereby

enhancing growth and long term sustainability of

the company.

Given this, and to ensure continued Level 2

compliance within the South African mining sector,

we established the Employee Share Trust, known as

the Ukwabelana Trust and Education Trust, formally

the Bursary Programme, in 2018.

Employee Share Trust and Education Trust

Nombini has brought with her not only Social

expertise and knowledge, but has also connected

us with many influential decision makers, and has

been instrumental in our mission of being of the

preferred partner offering environmental and social

solutions in to the resources industry.

To date, we have we have empowered and

educated 6 young and upcoming talents, and will

be announcing a further two bursars during 2020.

Empowered | Committed | Involved

Nombini Mehlomakulu and Graham Trusler on finalisation of 

the partnership agreement, November 2015.  



Work hard, Play hard at Digby Wells 

“Work hard, Play hard” is a company motto and the company makes sure

it happens. The majority of the non-sport social events and gatherings take

place at the Digby Wells Bar and veranda, where many a story is shared.

Friday afternoons, close of business, is where you’d find the bar being

mostly frequented after a long week of work.

One of the traditions is for the newcomers at the bar, be it employees,

clients, family members or guests, to have their height measured against the

door. Whilst being measured the history of the company and the bar is

explained. In 2015 when the South Africa Office moved, the door on which

measurements were recorded moved with us to the Turnberry Park offices.

Celebrating 20 Years

Midmar, 2015 Mobile Library CSR, 2015

Lwazi Partnership and Digby Wells House roof wetting, 2015

Masked Ball, 2015

80’s themed Year End, 2016 First Aid Training, 2017

UK Team Build, 2015

Work hard, Play hard at Digby Wells 

SA Office Move, 2015



Mali Office; JMP Mali, 2017 UK, Jersey Office Mines & Money, 2017

Mining Indaba, 2019

UP Career Day, 2018

Mexican Fiesta, 2018

UK, Jersey Team Build, 2018

EACOP Awarded, 

2017

Botswana Charity Walk Team Build, 2018

4x4 Training, 2019

Walk the Talk, 2019

Tanzania, 2019

JMP Mali, 2019 947 Cycle Challenge, 2019

Arabian Nights, 2019

Heritage Day, 2019 Arabian Nights, 2019Friendly rivalry, UK 2019



Making A Difference


